Intermediate filament: structure, function, and applications in cytology.
Intermediate filament (IF) constitutes an important cytoskeletal component in nearly all the vertebrate cells. IFs are present both in the cytoplasm and in the nucleus. They play an important role in providing mechanical strength of the cell and tissue, growth and regeneration, cell survival and apoptosis, and finally cell migration. IFs are also expressed differentially in different body tissues. Therefore, judicious use of IF may provide the diagnosis and confirmation of different malignancies. This is particularly helpful in the diagnosis of metastatic malignant tumor from an unknown primary. Expression of IFs particularly cytokeratin and vimentin is also related to prognosis of tumors. In this review, we have discussed the basic structure, dynamics, distribution of IF in cells, and its role in diagnosis of cytology. Possible prognostic roles of IF are also discussed.